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CONNECTING�RESTORATIVE�
PRACTICES



RELATIONSHIPS

RESPONSIBILITY

RESPECT

3R’S�OF�RESTORATIVE�PRACTICES



The fundamental premise of restorative practices is that 
people are happier, more cooperative and productive, and 
more likely to make positive changes when those in 
authority do things with them, rather than to them or for 
them.

RESTORATIVE�PRACTICES

“Relationships, not strategies, bring about meaningful change.” 
~Bob Costello, 2005



The person is not 
the problem, the 
Problem is the 
Problem. 

WHAT’S�THE�PROBLEM?�
TRAUMA?�PAIN�BASED�BEHAVIOR?��

OUR�STUDENTS’�INABILITY�TO�COPE�WITH�WHAT�HAS�
HAPPENED�IN�THEIR�LIVES…SO�LET’S�SUPPORT,�TEACH�
THEM,�&�MODEL�APPROPRIATE�PROSOCIAL�BEHAVIORS!�



TRAUMA�&�REENACTMENT

Recreating the trauma in new 
situations with new people. 
Examples: 

After sexual abuse adolescent may 
become hyper-sexual 
After being physically abused 
student may get into fight 

The traumatic event is overwhelming 
& doesn’t fit into any existing schema.  

Reenactment or repeating a behavior is 
an attempt to comprehend and regain 
some control.

REENACTMENT

Recreates old relationships with new people 
Tests the negative internal working model 

for “proof” that it’s right 

I am worthless 
I am unsafe 
I am ineffective in the world 
Caregivers are unreliable 
Caregivers are unresponsive 
Caregivers are unsafe and will 
ultimately reject me



HURT�PEOPLE�HURT�PEOPLE
MANY�HURTING�PEOPLE��

HURT�PEOPLE

MANY�HURTING�PEOPLE�ARE�
�HURT�BY�PEOPLE

Students acting from pain-based decisions (trauma 
response), often operate from a “hurt people, hurt people” 
framework.  

It is imperative to check your own emotional reaction to the 
student’s behavior so you can remain calm, connected, and 
engage the student from a caring, empathic response.  

It is common that the cycle continues. A natural reaction when 
someone hurts you is to want to hurt them back. Working to 
create a classroom community (and school community) where 
empathy, kindness, respect, forgiveness, and problem-solving 
practices are actively used and are the foundational principles 
will be critical to break this cycle. 
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Students need 
unconditional 

positive 
regard. What 
do you think 

about the 
term, radical 
acceptance?



It is through positive, healthy relationships with caring adults that children develop 
the brain connections that make it possible for them to trust, regulate their own 
emotions, and love other people.  

Positive interactions with educators can help traumatized children and adolescents 
build new neural pathways to bypass old ones, and foster growth, including the 
connections that form the basis for thoughts, feelings, and behaviors.  

WHY�CIRCLES?

This process of “unlearning” and building 
new neural pathways will take time, 
patience, and practice.

Circle discussions that engage the 
“thinking brain” (PFC) can help build 
rational thinking skills, self awareness, 
social awareness, and self-management 
skills to help students make new 
choices and override past primitive 
brain responses.

Provides Multiple Positive Experiences







CIRCLES�ENHANCES�
COMMUNICATION�SKILLS

Listen to Respond?

DO WE.... 

Listen to Understand?

Communication skills are at the core 

Multiple opportunities to practice verbal and nonverbal skills







Implementation 
Activities



EMPATHY�MAPPING

Created by Oliver, B., 2017 



CIRCLE�LESSON

Created by Oliver, B., 2017 



CIRCLE�LESSON

Created by Oliver, B., 2017 

Overview 
The activity engages participants in a process of  identifying what they consider to be the most salient 
dimensions of  their own identity. It is also a helpful introduction to stereotypes and ways in which people 
identify common stereotypes in their lives.  
Common stereotypes can be very hurtful and harmful to people. It can make it challenging for individuals to 
celebrate their own identities. In this activity, we will have the opportunity to celebrate some of  our own 
identities and dispel stereotypes we may believe exist around parts of  our identity.  



BUILDING�STRENGTHS

Created by Oliver, B., 2016 



You didn’t CAUSE it
You can’t CURE it

You can’t CONTROL it
You can help take CARE 

of yourself
By COMMUNICATING 

your feelings,
Making healthy 

CHOICES, and
CELEBRATING being 

yourself

HELP YOUR STUDENTS 
REMEMBER THE 7C’S


